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Lots of different data integrity metrics

- Uncorrectable Bit Error Rate
  - Ex: 1 sector for every $10^{16}$ bits read
- Mean Time Between Failures
  - Ex: 2 million hours
- Annual Fail Rate
  - Ex: 0.44% of drives
- Data Retention
  - 1 year at room temp at end-of-life

Precise definitions and measurement techniques are needed to ensure clarity and consistency.
Despite datasheet metrics, not easy to predict behavior of SSDs in the field
- Validation should be considered as part of data integrity

Need to understand all challenges relating to SSD data integrity
- Beyond traditional NAND management
SSD Failure Points

- SSDs are made up of many components
  - Nand
  - DRAM
  - ASIC
  - Passives (caps, supercaps, etc)

- SSD reliability limited by the first component to fail
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## Review of Intrinsic NAND Limitations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability Issue</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>What’s inside the NAND?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic endurance: bad blocks</td>
<td>Trapping</td>
<td>Ideal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write bit errors</td>
<td>Program Disturb and overprogram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data retention and read disturb</td>
<td>Detrapping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross errors</td>
<td>SILC (retention and read disturb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defects and shorts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scaling Challenges
The Fine Print

- **Bad news:** Raw Bit Error Rate generally increasing with smaller feature size

- **Good news:** Challenges with 20nm and smaller NAND are similar to high endurance challenges

**Chart Source:** Intel Nand Flash Memory datasheets
**Chart Source:** Mielke, N. et al, "Bit Error Rate in NAND Flash Memories" IEEE International Reliability Physics Symposium 2008

Lower RBER is better
Neighboring Effects

- In real estate, when a house is sold for a high price, the value of similar homes nearby also goes up.

- NAND flash has a similar property called cell-to-cell interference, where programming a cell slightly increases the $V_T$ of neighboring cells.
Due to the nature of the page mapping within a block, there are different types of interference:
- BL-BL
- WL-WL
- Diagonal

Continued scaling increases the effect of cell-to-cell interference, which widens the program state width.
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Redundancy Protects Against NAND Defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAND A</th>
<th>NAND B</th>
<th>NAND C</th>
<th>NAND D</th>
<th>NAND E</th>
<th>NAND F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0110</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parity = 0110
Parity = 0001
Parity = 0101
Parity = 1000
Parity = 0001

- As user data is written to the NAND, parity is calculated and eventually written to the NAND
- If a catastrophic defect occurs, ECC cannot recover data from the failing die
- Data can be recalculated from the parity of the other dice

A RAID-4 style redundancy system can be used to tolerate extrinsic NAND defects.
Read Retry

- MLC placements can shift beyond the reference voltage, causing read errors.
- As long as the distributions are not overlapping, the data should be recoverable.
- Read Retry can shift the reference until a passing read point is found.

Read Retry can extend endurance capability, with a read latency penalty.
Background Data Refresh

- Data retention is guaranteed even for a power-off condition
- Under normal SSD usage, some static data may sit idle
- BDR ensures that static data is refreshed regularly

Background Refresh can alleviate concerns about power-on data retention.
Advanced Read Retry is an attempt to mitigate the effect of cell-to-cell interference.

The neighboring cells are read first to determine their state.

Next the desired cells to read out are read twice, with a high and lower reference.

The NAND decides which reference data to return based on the neighbor data.
Soft information allows for advanced ECC engines, such as Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes.
- NAND programming algorithms are generally static through cycling.

- Intrinsic NAND limitations will cause program distributions to widen during cycling.

- Controller-managed programming has the potential to optimize the NAND better.
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Scaling Trends

- Use of a planar cell (vs traditional wrap-around control gate) can mitigate some scaling challenges
  - Thinner/shorter floating gate reduces cell-to-cell interference
  - Planar cell can reduce the high fields present to enable greater endurance
  - Shorter cell is more fab friendly and easier to scale

- The search will continue for a next-generation non-volatile memory with DRAM-like speed and further ability to scale with lithography advances
Media Management
Predictions

- SSDs continue to differentiate, with no change in the availability of high-endurance MLC drives

- ECC engines will take advantage of soft information

- Media management complexity continues to increase, but possibly becoming more vendor specific

- Quality of Service will become more relevant and limiting

Scaling NAND to 20nm and below will blur the line between component and system.
Call to Action

- Avoid skepticism and seek understanding.

- 20nm NAND and SSDs are coming. New price points will enable even further adoption of SSDs into the storage stack.

- Understand your usage model and endurance requirements. Innovate around application needs.

- With knowledge and understanding, embrace 20nm SSDs and proceed with confidence.
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